The present paper investigates an application of Warren's coordinates for convex polytopes to space deformations. We show that the use of cube-like cages presents a good compromise between the degrees of freedom of the deformation and the complexity of the mapping itself. As our main result we give simple sufficient conditions on injectivity of deformations based on cube-like cages.
freedom. Moreover, we give a set of linear conditions that guarantee injectivity of these deformations. Due to its simplicity, the user can be provided with an interactive feedback on the injectivity of the deformation. This new set of sufficient conditions on injectivity also allows a nice geometric interpretation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes feasible cube-like cages that can be used for shape deformations using Warren's coordinates. Section 3 recalls Warren's coordinates and barycentric mappings induced by them. In Section 4 we discuss conditions on injectivity of barycentric mappings. Section 5 then applies these results to space deformations using cube-like cages. Finally, the paper is concluded with several examples and a discussion of future work.
CUBE-LIKE CAGES
Consider the unit cube U with vertices (2.1)
U is considered as an open set in 3 . R Its closure will be denoted U and its boundary U  . Let 3 P R  be a cage (closed mesh) with vertices 1 2 8 , ..., p p p which is combinatorially equivalent to the cage associated with U, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices and edges of U and P. Denote 
R is the empty set in this quadrilateral case).
Definition 2.1:
As an example of a cube-like cage, P can be chosen to form an affine image (parallelepiped) or a projective image of a cube, where no point of the cube is mapped to infinity. However, cube-like cages are more general since its 'faces' m G are not required to be planar, see Section 6 for examples.
We will focus on deformations based on a set of barycentric coordinates defined in [13] . Since these coordinates are well defined for convex polytopes only, we assume that P is a convex cube-like cage with all its 'faces' m G planar for the remainder of the paper. Moreover, P will be said to form a cube-like convex polyhedron.
Since the coordinates of Warren [13] (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), Since P must have planar faces, we obtain that (2.4) must hold. This gives a system of 3 linear equations in 6 6 6 , , x y z . A thorough description of all feasible cages falls beyond the scope of the present paper. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to a brief description only. In general, one can choose the free parameters , , , , , x y x z x z and compute unique 6 6 6 , , x y z from Eqn. (2.4). Moreover, since the faces of P must be convex, we obtain a system of linear inequalities. However, all the linear constraints can be satisfied easily and P can be interactively created and modified to become a cube-like convex polyhedron. See Section 6 for examples of feasible cages P.
Whereas cages based on affine and projective images of a cube offer 12 and 15 degrees of freedom (DOF), respectively, a cube-like cage admits 18 DOFs. More precisely, in the case of parallelepipeds, the cage is uniquely determined by an affine image of a simplex, which gives 3 x 4 = 12 DOFs. Using projective transformations, one can fix a geometric basis of points in 3D, i.e., 5 points, yielding 15 DOFs. Finally, since we have 8 free vertices and 6 volumetric constraints, the case of a cube-like convex polyhedron admits 3 x 8 -6 = 18 DOFs.
BARYCENTRIC MAPPINGS
We make use of the dual construction proposed in [9] . For the convenience of the reader we recall the essential parts of the approach taken therein.
Let i p be a vertex of P. Note that all vertices of P are of valence 3. Let Warren's coordinates, as all barycentric coordinates, satisfy the following properties:
In other words, they are non-negative and satisfy the partition of unity and barycentric property. Moreover, the Lagrange property holds as well, i.e., ( )
Let Q be a second cube-like cage. Using Warren's coordinates, we define the mapping (3.4) Remark 3.1: As it was observed in [13] , the mapping f restricted to faces (edges) of P acts as Warren's mapping for one (two) dimensions lower. Thus, f extends continuously to  P and therefore it is well defined in  P .
From the properties of  
i we see that the mapping f is a convex-combination mapping. Therefore, the point ( ) f x must belong to the convex hull of Q . Moreover, using the Lagrange property of
We emphasize that Q is not required to form a convex polyhedron for the mapping f to be well defined. Therefore, the mapping f is more general than affine and even projective mappings (restricted to P and when no point of P is mapped to infinity). Nevertheless, in order for f to be usable in practice for shape deformations and other applications, it is often required that f be injective. This gives us a guarantee that f does not introduce any new self-intersections in the deformed shape.
CONDITIONS ON INJECTIVITY
Following Remark 3.1, faces of P, forming convex quadrilaterals, are mapped to Wachspress interpolants (see [12] ). Edges of P are mapped in a linear fashion, i.e., an edge of P given by , i j p p is mapped onto the line segment determined by , .
i jTurning to the results of [5] we conclude that f is injective in  P .
Since f is C  in P, f continuously extends to  P and f is injective in  P , the question of injectivity of f reduces to whether its Jacobian does not change sign in P, see e.g. [10] .
Similarly to the planar case, cf. Lemma 1 of [5] , the following lemma can be proved using the matrix identity The following lemma simplifies our further computations.
Lemma 4.2: For differentiable functions a, b, c, d and
The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2 of [5] . Using Lemma 4.1 and setting
we obtain the following sufficient conditions for the injectivity of the mapping f. Consequently, to the best of our knowledge we believe that the conditions in Theorem 5.2 are the simplest sufficient conditions known. Also, they are the most useful ones since they provide a nice geometric insight into the problem by relating the volumes ( , , , ) Once a given shape is enclosed by a cube-like convex polyhedron P (with 18 DOFs, see Section 2), the user is provided with 8 vertices (24 DOFs) for controlling the deformation f. By moving one of the vertices, the given shape is deformed accordingly. If a fold-over free deformation is required, one can simply test the sufficient conditions given in Theorem 5.2. Finally, we emphasize that these sufficient conditions are linear in the vertices of Q and constant in x. This fact makes them suitable for applications such as interactive shape deformation since they can be easily evaluated and tested in real-time.
Theorem 4.3: Let for all
 x  P (4.6) for all  1  i  j  k  l  8 or (4.7) for all  1  i  j  k  l  8 .  J(f )(x)  6 D( i , j , k , l )(x) 1i j k l 8  V (q i ,q j ,q k ,q l ),  D(a,b,c,d)  a b c d  1 a  1 b  1 c  1 d  2 a  2 b  2 c  2 d  3 a  3 b  3 c  3 d . 4 ( , , , ) ( , , , ). D a b c d D a b c d         D( i , j , k , l )(x) V (q i ,q j ,q k ,q l )  0   D( i , j , k , l )(x) V (q i ,q j ,q k ,q l )  0   D(w i ,w j ,w k ,w l )  12w i w j w k w l  V (u i ,u j ,u k ,u l ).  V (u i ,u j ,u k ,u l ) V (q i ,q j ,q k ,q l )  0 for all  1  i  j  k  l  8 or (5.3) for all  1  i  j  k  l  8 .
EXAMPLES
In this section we present several examples of shape deformations. All examples were created using the GuIrit GUI user interface (www.cs.technion.ac.il/~gershon/GuIrit) of the Irit solid modeling system (www.cs.technion.ac.il/~irit). The tests were performed on parametric free-form surfaces. However, our implementation could be easily modified to handle polygonal meshes, point clouds or implicit surfaces as well. In all presented examples the input surfaces are enclosed in convex cube-like polyhedra P. Their deformations are realized by moving the vertices of P resulting in cube-like cages Q.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a method for deforming shapes using cube-like cages based on Warren's coordinates for convex polyhedra. Focusing on the applicability of this type of deformations, we derived a simple set of sufficient conditions on the injectivity of the underlying barycentric mapping. These conditions admit a nice geometric interpretation and can be tested in real-time.
As a matter of future research we would like to generalize our approach to support a wider class of cages. Since Warren's coordinates are defined for convex polyhedra, one can try to use general convex cages with planar faces. However, it is a challenging task to find a simple set of sufficient and/or necessary conditions on the injectivity of general barycentric mappings induced by Warren's coordinates.
